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Context.
“Soap-ing” was designed for adults
who are mildly intellectually disabled
in Wuxi, Jiangsu Province in China.
They struggle to find employment,
and they are living in poverty. Our
goal is to provide dignified labor
opportunities for IDP. We want to
increase the added value of the
product as a result of good social
dissemination, thereby improving
the situation of the people’s lives.
IDPs has a positive willingness to
work and treasures every
opportunity for work.

The project.
KEYIHUI selects high-quality
handmade soap, optimizing the
traditional soap making process, so
that IDPs with different abilities can
easily collaborate and work. We also
make an unique production story with
the soap at the same time, then
actively spread it to the society to
bring better about sales revenue.
"Soap-ing", every piece of handmade
soap, full of IDP's efforts and
happiness, represents a dignified
labor opportunity.

The design process.
| August 2015.
Idea generation.
| September – October 2015.
Field research and analysis.
| October 2015 – Today.
Training.
| November 2015.
Successful tests.
| January 2016.
Improve production and spread.

Governance and Policy Making

IDP service center
Government endorsement

“soap-ing” built in IDP service center, there are some rooms for IDP, One for working, one for resting, and the
other for activity. We use the working room to make soaps. The KEYIHUI’s staff and the administrator of the
service center will work together to help them complete the production of soap.

Activism and Civic Participation

Co-design and managed with the public
A social supporting community

We create a social supporting community to help the IDP improve their social adaptability. These include the
collaborative training characterized by art and craft, social workshops that brings together the normal people and
IDP to interact with each other, theme exhibitions designed for equal life opportunity of IDP and other products’
R&D that suits IDP.

Social Interactions and Relations

Collaboration between IDPs
Connection between service centers and communities

“soap-ing” makes it possible to enhance the social interaction in two aspects. Firstly, in the process of making
soap, their working ability and collaboration ability can be improved, and they will be more confidence and
happiness. Secondly，through the selling process，IDP would get more opportunity to communicate with publics
in the community.

City and Environmental Planning

Social Innovation
Sustainable society for disabled people

The design challenges with the theme offer an explorative space on paradigm of design and innovation, Social
Innovation, which implicated in the program, towards a sustainable society for disabled people. We surprisingly
find that IDP is capable of gaining the positive social attitude, good mental outlook and open learning attitude.

Production, Distribution and Consumption

Handmade soap production and circulation
Basic mode and situation of consumption

In the process of making handmade soaps, some of IDP’s capabilities can be enhanced, such as communication,
collective collaboration, and basic work capabilities. Handmade soap is mainly sold through two channels，online
and offline. After co-produces, KEYIHUI organizes offline sales activities, and helps IDP sell soaps online through
WeChat, Taobao and other methods. And then return the available money to IDP and raise their income.

Skill Training and Design Education

Re-design the process
Enabling solution and collaborative service

The design team redesign the soap-making procedure, which makes IDP with different ability levels collaborate
together. Through the activity in the service center in the first time, we teach them how to make soaps and
observe the difficulties they may encounter in the process, and then improved them.

Job Creation

Qualities of process and result to produce social
and economic values
co-operation experience

“soap-ing” brings new lifestyle to the IDP and people around them. Through selling the soaps to the residents they
can earn money and improve their life quality.

Storytelling and Visualisation

Simple and easy to follow
ideas sharing

Storytelling and visualization are both good approach to communicate between designers and users. Storytelling
and visualization can help the public understand IDP’s workflow and working state.
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